
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

OST01 HOC
Tuesday, March 22, 2011 12:52 AM

Nakanishi, Tony
Tasker Update
Site Team Requests 3-22-11.pdf; RST Status Board as of 0032 EDT 3-22-11.pptx

Good Morning/Afternoon,

Attached is the current list of tasks requested by the Site Team in Japan. The ET is looking to update it. Are the open

tasks still relevant? Do you need anything more?

The ET would also like your input on the current RST status board. Do you agree with the given data and priority levels?

Thanks,

Rebecca Stone
EST Coordinator
OSTO0.hoc@nrc.gov

Se)10I



Fukushima Daiichi Status Summary

Unit 21:00 EDT, 03121/2011. (10:00 JDT 3/22V2011) Update Priority

Core Status damaged; RCS press 2.97 atm (JAIF); RPV lvl -1/2 fuel (JAIF); seawater inject via firemain

C ontainment primary contain functional (JAIF) ; drywell press 1.6 atm (JAIF); secondary contain lost (visual) 4

Spent Fuel Pool 292 bundles in SFP (GEH); margin 128 days (Monninger); SFP/area temp <100 C

Core Status damaged, RCS press 0.8 atm (subatmospheric?, JAIF); RPV Iv1 -1/2 of fuel; sea water inject via firemain;

offsite power restored to load-side power panel (NISA); condition of pump motors & instr being checked (IAEA)

2 ontainment Primary contain - possible torus damage; drywell press 1.2 atm. (JAIF); secondary contain-blowout panel 3
)pened in side of reactor building to reduce H2 buildup, smoke coming from hole 6:22pm 3/21 (IAEA)

tpent Fuel Pool 587 bundles in SFP (GEH); time margin 40 days (Monninger); 40 tons of water injectedinto SFP (IAEA);

FP/area temp <100 C
;ore Status damaged; RCS press -0.6 atm (subatmospheric?, JAIF); Iv1 -2/3 of fuel; hi rad measured; seawater inject via

Iremain

3 ,ontainment primary contain status unknown; drywell press 1.2 atm (JAIF); secondary contain lost (visual)

3pent Fuel Pool 514 bundles in SFP (GEH); water sprayed from ground several times (NISA); time margin (to fuel

incovery from evaporate & volume) 0 days (Monninger) .At 3:50 Pm local time gray smoke seen coming out of the south

,ast corner of the U3 51h floor. Workers around U3 evacuated (TEPCO). Smoke lessened 2 hrs later. (tAEA)
Spent Fuel Pool 1201 tol 331 bundles in SFP (GEH & NISA); damage to fuel rods suspected (JAIF); margin- 6 days

4 Monninger) water sprayed into SFP (IAEA); SFP/area temp <100 C, external power cable connected to power center 2
_ NISA)

Shutdown 1/3/11. RPV press 4.32 atm (IAEA); Lvl +164 cm>TAF (IAEA); U-5 powered from Qrid (NISA); RHR is cooling

VPV & SFP (NISA); rx in cold shutdown (IAEA); SFP 950 bundles (GEH); SFP temp 42 C (JAIF)

Shutdown 8114/10, RPV press 7.9 atm (IAEA); Lvl +175cm>TAF (IAEA); 2 Unit EDGs avail; Inj. to SFP via make-up water
6 ys; RHR is cooling RPV & SFP (NISA); rx in cold shutdown (IAEA); SFP 876 bundles (GEH); SFP temp 36 C (JAIF) 6

N/ ommon Spent Fuel Pool: 6,000 spent fuel bundles (GEH) maintained at 57 C (NISA), spraying pool on 3/21 (IAEA)
7

A Electric Pwr: Offsite power connected to U2 aux X-frmr /distribution panel; work continues on energizing equip. in U2



Record * 1750
EST Actions Officer

Melissa Ralph

Desc: NSIR to work on solutions to wlmencreate
hole in Unit 2 non-energetically In order to
vent hydrogen without creating a new
explosion.

Response: NSIR has provided several potential
solutions. RST to provide acceptance review.

RST (All) 03=222011
11"29:00

Site Team

0311912011 22:28:54 03/1912011 22:28:54
As of day shift, 3121, received options and are
reviewing.

Request Attachment: Response Attachment

Record *: 1749

EST Actions Officer

Mellssa Ralph

Desc Work with GE to identify sets of equipment
needed to support long 4-rm reactor
cooling and prioritize based on
accesslbllntylradiation fields.

RST (All)
RST Accident Seq

Anayt
Site TeamWork with PMT for support on radiation

concerns.

Response: contacted GEH to discuss on days. 3121.
Follow-up call scheduled for 10:30 Eastern on 3122 to
pursue further.

03H1912011 22:25.48 0311922011 22:25:48

Re eot Attachmient Riespon 'e Attachme nt'*

Record P 17.
EST Actions Officer

Nakes Ralph

Desc: Site team (John Monninger) expressed
frustration with implementing bullet #4 In
Charter. ET to follow-up with site team on
status of bullet #4.

Response: Chris Miller sent e.mall; awaiting follow-

ET (AN)

Site Team

0311942011 19:00:21 03/192011 19'.00:21
up.

Request Attachment: Response Attachment

Record P 1531
EST Actions Officer

Jonafhan Fiske

Deac: Need calculations of spent fuel pool
structural Integrity If filled with sand.
Document already exists. Needs to be
forwarded to Japanese officials including
TEPCO. HOO should receive email
outlining this request from Chuck Casto.

Response: We are working on trying to get detailed
geometry from several Japanese contacts without
avail. POC assistance would be helpful.

RST (All)
RST Severe Accident

Analyst

We asked TEPCO and NISA for the drawings last
night and were told they were proprietary and no.
Will work on it today.

From: RST01 Hoc
Sent: Friday, March 18. 2011 6:49 PM
To: RST01 Hoc; Deverceily, Richard; Trapp, James;
Monninger, John; Casto. Chuck
Cc: Patel, Pravin
Subject: Spent Fuel Pool Geometry Info
Gentlemen,

Site Team

03118/2011 11:22:24 03/18/2011 11:22:24

Any help with this matter would be great. We need
detailed schematics, geometry, general with regards

to Unit 1-3 SPFs. The structural analysis team needs
this for modeling and risk assessment purposes. We
were pointed in the direction of a Mr. Keisuke, but
no luck.

keisuke.kitsukawa&toshlb*.co.Jp

Thanks.

Greg Schoenebeck RST Coordinator

Request Attachment: Response Attachment

Record #: 1479

EST Actions Officer

Amy Roundfree

Deec: The site team has identified the Navy In
Japan Is able to take images (off the global
hawk) of this situation but do not have the
capability to read the Images (ex: thermal).
In need of experts to interpret images.
Please cordinate with DOD, NGA, and/or
DTRA to assist site team In this need.
Possible need to send images out to be
read by those capiable of that. Want to
bench mark on another BWR to identify
what the Images tell you. Keep ET

LT (All)
LT Federal Liaison

0312212011
10:01:00

Site Team &
LT



Informed of progress.

Reeponse: Task In progress, working with
NSIRJILTAB to reach out to NGA on ability to view

0311.1..11. 05:012 a analyze images. Some of the conversation is

occuring on the high skie.

Rq Attachment-
Dc Identify replacement staff that has the

appropriate skills to deal with the current
Record 33situation. (Difficulties with TEPCO, being In
EST Actions Officer a sovereign nation with resistance,

Mel/ass Ralph establishing relationship with MOD) as well
as the technical expertise to develop

solutions.

Response: It Is been determined that the skills sets
currently sent over to Japan is the right skills.
Thoughts of sending a deputy over early to shadow
Chuck. ET has been talking about having them hold
up for 2 weeks, March 27th possible turnover date
but new deputy would go over before rest of team.

0311712011 19:00:21 ET currently not aware If names have been decided.
* More discussion Is needed on Idenfying who is going
over.

The site team stresses (morning of 3/18 0600 EST)
that may need to suppliment group due to long days.

Request Attachment:

Record M: 1320
Desc: Provide written update to the ambassador

EST Actions Officer about France's posting of simulation data.

MeOOs Ralph

Response: Welting to obtain this Information.
03/17/2011 15".g:04 Requested International Liaisons get this.

Update: Information came in French and waiting to

be translated.

Riquest Anshrao t

Record #- 1217
Desc: Help facilitate coordination with US

Military, USAID, and Chuck Casto's group
Rebecce Stone

Response: This is a on-going effort which will
03/171201,1102.37:13 continue until the team stands down.

Request Attachmnt;'

Record M: 1833 Desc: Provide analysis on what would happen If

EST Actions Officer the spent fuel pool melts through liner in

Melisea Ralph U4 Spent Fuel Pool.

I3/18/2011 05:01:42

Response Attachment

ET (AD)
ET Director

ET & Site
Team

03/17/2011 19:00:21 03/18/2011
04:50:11

Response Attachment

PMTR (All)
PMTR Director

ET & Site
Team

03/17/2011 15:49:04

Response Attachment:

LT (All)
LT International

Liaison

03/17/2011 02:37:13

Response Attachment

RST (All)

03/20/2011 17:38:13

Response Attachment:

LT (All)
LT International

Liaison

03/02011 11:04:16

04/1352011
138:0 Site Team

Site Team

05M0
3/211201003/20/2011 17:38:13

Request Attachment:

Record* 1734

EST Actions Officer

melissRalph

03/20=2011 11:04:16

Request Attachment.

Record *: 1748

EST Actions Officer

Melissa Ralph

03/19/2011 22:16:57

Request Attachment:

Record # 1633

EST Actions Officer

Amy Roundtree

Desc: Work with ADM to acquire meeting space
for the site team.

Response: Until further notice, ste team has
withdrawn Its request for meeting space. (per
8.Smlth)

Desc. RST to arrange for expert telecon on salt
water effects.

Response: Call took place. Now on standby for
further assistance.

Desc Suggest the Chairman with the General to
make the call to the Ambassador, maybe
the next civits call?

The objective of this would be to present a

united front to the Prime Minister.

03/20/2011

18:25:36

Site Team Cmlt

Response Attachment

RST (All) SiteTea
Site Team Cmlt

03M19/2011 22:16:57

Response Attachment:

OST (All) 03o19121 Site Team,
call teall omte

Ambassador

03/19/2011 00-51:44
Request Attachment:

Record If:IO
EST Actions Officer

Me//asa Ralph

03/16/2011 22:00:15

Response: 03/1942011 00:51:44

Response Attachment:

RST (All) 03/ 11
105.00:00

Desc Evaluate alternative ways to provide fresh
or borated water to the reactors.

Response: Short term we are not looking at the
reactors, the SFPs are the priorities and we have our
hands full with getting water in (of any typoesalinity)
there. We will renew brainstorming as time permits.

Site Team C t

03/182011 22:00:15

Response Attachment*Request Attachment:



Record #: 1611

EST Actions Officer

Melisse Ralph

03/18=2011 21:58:58

Desc. Provide analysis on sea water on the
reactor vesel.

Response:

http:llwww.wlsconsinenglneer.comnartlcies/92

DOEINR report Is also attached

http:Jlwww.virglniaheattrensfer.comntop/33 -heat-
transferl 08-plate-heot-exchsnger-fouling-and-
scakingatmi

RST (AU) 03 W

Site Team

03/1812011121:58:58

Request Attachment:

Recordt I-m1
EST Action Officer

Meftaa Ralph

03/1812011 2113:25

Request Attachment:

Record If 10
EST Actions Officer
menls" Ralph

03/1812011 21:12:13

EST ActIons Officer
Me/is so Ralph

03118201 W.05*21

Request Attachment:

Recoid l15

EST Actions Officer

Melsea Re"
03113=1011 19'0C:31

Request Attachmont:

Record #- 14W0

EST Actions Officer

Amy Roundfree

031182011 08:06:46

Request Attachment:

Record Ac

EST Actions Officer

Amy Roundfree

0311812011 04:29:06

Owec: Reach out to experts on strategies to
evaulatefimprove heat transfer from sea

water,

Response: White paper on 'Issues Related to Sea
Water In a BWR Plant" received from DOEINR. A
PDF copy I* on M drive

Deeo RST to go to fuel experts to re-evauiate sea

water corrosion on fuel.

Response:.
http:llwww.virginiaheattrnsfer.coamtopl33 -heat-
trsnsferlt08-piate-heat.exchanger4oultng-and-

scaling.htmi

http:l/www.wisconslnengineer.comiarllices/92

Desc: Provide "trpires' (threshold for new
protecti avction recommendations) for
different scenarios. Provide to Site Team.

Response: Response complete, points provided to
Jack Foster at Japanese embassy and discussed
with US Ambassadores staff.

Desc: Review photos of Unit 3 and provide
assessment of SFP integrity. Provide OEM
analysis to site team and the ET.

Response:

Deec: Share results of PMTanalysis of in-country
dose assessment with Site Team so they
can establish thresholds to pass on.

Response:. Kathryn Brock sent to Jack Foster

Dese. RST please give NASA a call and see if the
robot wil be useful In this situation. See
email from Jim Trapp (4:24am EST).

Response: Called NASA individual, awaiting
response. 0450

Reached out to NASA by email awaiting response,
but we doubt anything will come of our Interactions.
RST placed call, Morning shift on 3118 needs to
follow up with NASA and communication back to
Jim Trapp. See Attached email.

Reached out again at 0330 on March 19, but he was
obviously not at his desk. Based on the previous
emails it appears we will not reach him until

Monday at the earliet.

DOec: The site team has requested for the RST to
provide Information on the status of units 1 -
6 for "reactor vessel" and "spent fuel pool"

for the Ambassador.

Response: Handed off to Jeff Grant

Deasc: Provide site team with feedback on the
effectiveness of their actions.

Response: Communications on the Midnight shift
with the site team have been good. All actions seem
to be well coordinated.

RSTISNO
Team

031•41=11 21:12:13

Response Attachment:

PMTR (All)
PMTR Director

03118=2011 19*05:21

Site Team

03/812011
10:1&11

Response Attachmenit:

Response Attachmen*C

RST (All 03&101
RST Coordinator 2-

0311812011 21:13:25

Response Attachment:

RST (All)

RST (All) Site Team

03M&M11901 104:31
Response Attachment;

PMTR (AIl) 13*W i
PMTR Director 13 07.0 SM Team Cmlt E

Site Team

031812011 06:06:46
Response Attachment

RST (All)
RST Coordinator

03M8120111
11'31-00

Site Team C e

0311812011 04:29,06

Request Attachment:

Record #M 1385
EST Actions Officer

Amy Rundlae

0311812011 0W.44:29

Request Attachment:

Record 11- 37

EST Actions Officer

Malessa Ralph

Response Attachment:

RST (All)
RST Coordinator 0740 Sit. Team 7 d

03)1812011 00:44-29

Response Attachment

RST (All)
RST Coordinator

03117)2011 23:16:43

Site Team Comp •

0311712011 23:164A3



Request Attachment: Response Attachment

Record * 1370

EST Actions Officer

Melissa Ralph

03M1712011 23:13:00

Reiqmset Attachiment:

Desc: (For the site team) RES to provide the BSB
research on zlrc oxidation in a BWR.

-What does a zirc fire look like?
-How does water effect a zirc fire?
-How do you put out a xlrc fire?
-Can sand be effectively used?
-Consider effects of slgnficant damage to
the fuel assemblies in the pool.
-. escribe zirc fire characteristics (what to
look for) to imaging people.
-Work to provide does Information if a zlrc
fire starts.
-What are the consequences of adding
water to spent fuel pool if it has been
without water for several days?

Response: This will be a Spent Fuel Pool call
happening at 0800 EDT on March 18, 2011. Since
there are several questions it might be easier to ask
them over the phone. Either call the RST or call into
this bridge.

Call in numberd ()(
Pin ( 6

RST (All)
RST Coordinator

"4111mi
1213-00

Site Team

03117/2011 23:13:00

Respo Attachment



Bonaccorso, Amy

From: Deavers, Ron
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 5:29 PM
To: Harrington, Holly
Cc: Bonaccorso, Amy
Subject: FW: REPLY FW: japan doc from Proteus Applied Technologies
Attachments: PAT Japan Assessment vl..doc; JPAT Japan Lead 1.doc; Lead Monosillicate.pdf

Holly,

We provided the standard answer for suggestions below, however, after scanning the attachments for virus
and looking them over, we have an unsolicited proposal for a technical concept that may merit a screening
review by a technical expert. Your call.

Ron

From: Deavers, Ron
5~e t- WeriniecIa March -)' ')I]A 5:16 PM
To " (b)(6)

Su=IjZ 'EPLY-FW: japan doc from Proteus Applied Technologies

We appreciate the suggestions of folks with ideas to resolve the situation in Japan. Please understand that the
NRC has some of the most expert people in the world available to assist the Japanese authorities in whatever
way they request. We are fully staffed in all our response teams at this time and working 24-hours a day.

From: Gary Steadman mito "(b)(6)
Sent: Sunday, March 2b2-0-1- 2:56 PM
To: OPA Resource
Subject: FW: japan doc from Proteus Applied Technologies

Oh behalf of Proteus Applied Technologies.

Dear Sir.

As requested I am resending the previous documents. They include the main document and our latest update, which is
*; applicable as stated there in.

I am a UK resident and my contact number is (b)(6) Jt will need an international prefix).

Yours faithfully /

Gary T Steadman

Date: F-,,18 Mar 2011 22:11:49 +O0O
From& (b)(6) (
Subje3 t:japan ýdoc
TGr(b)6)

Gary

1g/



copy of doc....

Chas Ingham

2



Bonaccorso, Amy

From: Deavers, Ron
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 5:19 PM
To: Bonaccorso, Amy
Subject: FW: REPLY FW: japan doc from Proteus Applied Technologies
Attachments: PAT Japan Assessment vl.0.doc; JPAT Japan Lead 1.doc; Lead Monosillicate.pdf

FYI, I did not open the attachments until I first scanned them.

From: Deavers, Ron
Sent: Wednesday, March 2,2011 5:16 PM
To (b)(6) I
Su RELY FW: japan d6c from Proteus Applied Technologies

We appreciate the suggestions of folks with ideas to resolve the situation in Japan. Please understand that the
NRC has some of the most expert people in the world available to assist the Japanese authorities in whatever
way they request. We are fully staffed in all our response teams at this time and working 24-hours a day.

From: Gary Steadman fr)ilto:l (b)(6)

Sent: Sunday, March bO,'2011 2:56 PM
To: OPA Resource
Subject: FW: japan doc from Proteus Applied Technologies

On behalf of Proteus Applied Technologies.

Dear Sir.

As requested I am resending the previous documents. They include the main document and our latest
applicable as stated there in.

I am a UK resident and my contact number i (b)(6) (it will need an international prefix).

Yours faithfully

update, which is

Gary T Steadman

Date: ri, 18 Mar 2011 22:11:49 +0000
From:C (b)(6)

SubL-e : japan doc
Tot (b)(6)

Gary

copy of doc....

Chas Ingham

ý1 6/-] / t?



Proteus Applied Technologies Int'l Inc
Proteus Applied Technologies UK Ltd

Japan Event
Crisis Evaluation and
Assessment
Proposal

Chas Ingham, Marc Naroshkhyn, Gary Steadman
18 March 2011



Proteus Crisis Evaluation and Assessment - Japan Event

Proteus Applied Technologies (PAT) is researching and seeking to produce
commercial quantities of energy from non-traditional sources. We are based in New
York and UK, which includes chemists, engineers, and physicists in California and the
United Kingdom, as well.

From our research we felt there are aspects that would significantly elevate the
difficulties currently challenging the nuclear community assisting Japan.

Outstanding Safety Concerns

Our research here at PAT indicates that there are a number of unforeseen safety issues
in regard to the ongoing operations in use to resolve the crisis:

1. SALT - The use of sea water as a coolant can in certain thermal conditions
increase the difficulties in the reactor vessel, depending upon overall temperature
operations and the possible increase of hydrogen levels, creation of
unmanageable corrosive compounds and thereby an increase in overall
temperature.

2. HYRDOGEN - In regard the explosions in the containment buildings, our
research indicates that significant increase in hydrogen levels can occur even if
environment factors are apparently unchanged.

3. REACTION SUPRESSION - The reported acquisition of additional supplies of
Boric acid would indicate the attempt to control ongoing nuclear fission reactions
in the reactor, indicative of an uncontrolled nuclear activity.

4. ENVIROMENTAL TEMPERATURE - The lack of specific information regarding
the overall temperature in the reactor vessel, due to the previously vented steam
gaseous mix into the containment buildings and the subsequent unforeseen
explosions.

Therefore we recommend that you create a new strategy that deals with the ongoing
problems both external and internal in regard of the current Japan Event situation. It is
recognized that these concepts are applicable only to the ongoing operation at the
plants.

The intent of all three concepts contained in parts 1-3 is to regain control of the overall system
management, by reducing the temperature in the reactor vessels and preventing the ignition of

pat japan assessment v1 O.doc 18 March 2011 Page 1 of 5



Proteus Crisis Evaluation and Assessment - Japan Event

any vented steam/hydrogen gaseous mix. Once that state has been achieved then
conventional and already proven systems can be activated to stabilise operations as a whole.

We of course appreciate that the measures suggested in parts 1-3 may be of an unusual or
unconventional nature, but they are intended for the purpose of resolving the current situation
and crisis is specific terms. How and if they might be applied in other situations and operations
has yet to be determined.

Managing Agents

1. Carbonated Water (water with dissolved carbon dioxide)
For best results it is recommend at least matching the current volume of sea
water being added, which would give a significant boost of carbon dioxide
coolant gas within the reactor vessel. The concept is simple in terms of chemistry
and application and can be applied from room temperature upwards.

2. Calcium Carbonate
Should the reactor temperature be at 850C or higher, we recorrmend adding the
maximum amount of calcium carbonate sufficient to still allow the effective flow of
the coolant water through existing mechanisms. (This should be a slurry type
composition). The carbonate being insoluble will 'bake' into calcium oxide and in
doing so release carbon dioxide coolant gas. Once this slurry and gaseous mix
leaves the reactor vessel and the temperature falls below 850C, the calcium
carbonate will reform as solid particles within the water allowing reuse of the
water coolant mix.

3. Hydraulic Cement
This approach is specific to a reactor breach before full core melt down and
would try to seal the reactor using external means. In this process it is essential
the combination of calcium oxide (from calcium carbonate already dropped),
water and clay/silica in the correct ration to produce the required sealant (cement
once set)
Note 1: The conversion of the dropped calcium carbonate to its oxide will
produce large volumes of carbon dioxide as it reaches the highest temperature of
the breach.
Note 2: Calculation would need to be made regarding the conversion of the
calcium carbonate to the required calcium oxide.

pat japan assessment v1 O.doc 18 March 2011 Page 2 of S
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Proteus Crisis Evaluation and Assessment - Japan Event

The combination of excess internal and external Carbon Dioxide, along with the
Hydraulic Cement should be enough to both prevent further external Hydrogen sourced
explosions and begin reducing the temperature of the containment building and its
environs.

Sourcing Coolant Materials (all three solutions).

a. For the external C02 / Hydraulic Cement concept Calcium Carbonate and similar cement
based products would best be sourced in mainland China, as it is the regions largest
manufacturer.

b. For the internal C02 concept, Calcium Carbonate is again best sourced from mainland
China, as it is the regions largest manufacturer.

c. For the additional C02 concept contained in this document, any large volume of any
carbonated water products would suffice (literally) as the coolant additive.

Scientific details and raw calculations for Internal calcium carbonate solution.

(This is based on the assumed latest site reading of t emperature and pressure from the
Japanese Gov. @ 16 March 2011 utilizing Managing Agent no.2)

Lets assume the reactor vessels are still in one piece and the explosions are due as they say, to
steam vented from the vessel to the containment building, which then exploded.

Our suggestion from yesterday is still rock solid to control the containment building environs.

There might however be a way to assist what's going on in the vessel itself. They could if sea
water is their only available coolant add CALCIUM CARBONATE to the water, it is all but
insoluble in water, to form a slurry and then add this as the coolant.lf the temperature inside the
reactor vessel is over 850C, then the insoluble Calcium Carbonate will bake and produce as
stated before Calcium Oxide and Carbon Dioxide. As long as the vessel temperature stays
below 2572 OC the Calcium Oxide itself will remain stable.

pat japan assessment vi O.doc18Mrh21Pae3o18 March 2011 Page 3 of 5



Proteus Crisis Evaluation and Assessment - Japan Event

CaO (s) + H20 (I) Ca(OH)2 (aq) (AHr = -63.7 kJ/mol of CaO)

Ca(OH)2 -- CaO +Once the slurry (seawater, dissolving/dissolved Calcium Hydroxide, Calcium
Oxide and Carbon Dioxide mix leaves the vessel, Calcium Carbonate will reform for use again
as it reacts with the Carbon Dioxide...

Ca(OH)2 + C02 --, CaCO3 + H20

Therefore they can reuse the same coolant mix over and over.

This would then provide a continual source of Carbon Dioxide in the reactor vessel to aid in
cooling the fuel rods!

CONTACTS

Chas Ingham

Director - UK Operations

Proteus Applied Technologies Ltd

32 Brain Road, Witham, Essex, CM8 1 LB

M: I (b)(6) I

Marc Naroshkhyn

President & CEO

Proteus Applied Technologies Int'l Inc.

2345 West Street, Brooklyn, NY, USA

M1 (b)(6) I

pat japan assessment v1 O.doc 18 March 2011 Page 4 of 5
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Developing Concept. (not yet for open distribution and usage).

Application and Usage.

To reduce the effects of and the possible actions of nuclear fission reactions within a nuclear
reaction vessel.

Lead Monosilicate

To be added to the sea water coolant currently in use.

Intent.

That if the overall temperature within the reactor is over roughly (specific temp can be sourced from
glass manufacturers) 700C - 750C, then (initially) molten anti-radioactive glass would be created
and then eventually fill the reactor vessel itself. In theory this would isolate any exposed fuel rods
and eventually stop any ongoing nuclear fission reactions.

Note that certain very minor additional elements and/or compounds (requirements again sourced
from glass manufacturers) might be needed to fine tune the additive to 100% effective applicability
in terms of glass creation.

Water solubility of the compound is less than 0.005g/100cc and so the intended glass creation
should remain unaffected.

Specific Applicability.

It is possible that the proposed system might be used both to resolve the ongoing possible
uncontrolled fission reactions and at a later time, to enable full isolation and thus (possibly) to allow
limited access to the reactor vessel environs once the crisis (situation) is under control.

Subsequent Effects.

Once the situation is under full control and reactor temperature have returned to normal, the reactor
would in effect be internally sealed with anti-radioactive glass and most likely in terms of future
usage or recovery, considered unusable.

Note 1. Basic health and safety information the proposed active mechanism should accompany this
briefing in the form a PDF entitled Lead Monosilicate.

Note 2. The basic under laying concept of glass creation and the nuances of its manufacture as the
crisis seems to require of it, should be readily available from any industrial glass manufacturer



Hammond Lead Products
A Division of Hammond Group, Inc

Product: Lead Monosilicate
Material Safety Data Sheet

F101II11tluII Luau lurIUUUft-.

Hammond Plant
A Division of Hammond Group, Inc.
2308 165th Street
Hammond, IN 46323

Product/Technical Information: 1-219-931-9360 (Hammond Group, Inc)
1-219-845-0031 (Hammond Plant)

Emergency Information: 1-800-424 -9300 ChemtrecO

Product Identification Number (PIN) United Nations Identification Number (UN): This product may be subject to both
domestic and international transportation regulations. For further information refer to Section 14.0.

Trade names for Lead Monosilicate: Lead Monosilicate, Lead Monosilicate UHP Grade
This MSDS represents the above stated Hammond Lead Products products.

Product Uses: Inorganic lead compounds are used in the manufacture of vitreous enamels, glazes for ceramics, lead in
alass for x-ray Drotection. and electronic ceramics.

Component Name J CAS No. EINECS Canadian Domestic %
Synonym/Trade Name Number Substance List Composition

Range

Lead Monosilicate 65997-18-4 266-047-6 Yes. See CAS number. 100

EMERGENCY OVERVIEW: This material is an odorless, light yellow granule or powder.

*This material is not flammable; however, if involved in a fire, it may emit toxic fumes of lead.
*Excessive airborne concentrations may obscure vision and present an inhalation and ingestion hazard.
eSpill materials and associated run-off should not be allowed to reach waterways.
*Danger of cumulative effects.
*Substance may be irritating to the eyes and skin. F

HAZARD RATING IDENTIFICATION SYSTEMS

0.

Lead Monosilicate

HEALTH 2

FLAMMABILITY 0
R.AC1NVT 0 p

PERSONAL PROTECTION *

(NPCAO, 1981)

*Recommended personal protective measures are identified within this document.
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Hammond Lead Products Product: Lead Monosilicate
A Division of Hammond Group, Inc Material Safety Data Sheet

POTENTIAL HEALTH EFFECTS

Routes of Exposure: Inhalation, ingestion, eye, and skin contact.

INHALATION

Acute exposures: Inhalation is the main route of lead intoxication. Symptoms which may be experienced from the
inhalation of lead dust or fume may not develop quickly, therefore there may be no immediate effects from exposure.
Increasing amounts can build up in the body and may reach a point where symptoms and disability occur. The effects of
exposure to fumes and dusts of inorganic lead may include decreased physical stamina, fatigue, sleep disturbances,
headaches, aching bones and muscles, constipation, abdominal pains and decreased appetite. Inhalation of large amounts
may lead to seizures, coma or possibly death.

Chronic exposures: Lead is a cumulative poison. Increasing amounts can build up in the body and may reach a point
where symptoms and disability can occur. These may include anemia, pale skin, a blue line at the gum margin, decreased
hand-grip strength, abdominal pain, severe constipation, nausea, vomiting, and paralysis of the wrist joint. Prolonged
exposure may result in kidney damage. If the nervous system is affected, usually due to very high exposures, the resulting
effects include severe headaches, convulsions, delirium, coma, and possibly death. Continuous exposure may result in
decreased fertility. Lead is a teratogen. Elevated lead exposure of either parent before pregnancy may increase the
chances of miscarriage or birth defects. Exposure of the mother during pregnancy may cause birth defects.

Carcinogenic Potential (listed under):

IARC 2B NTP Not Listed ACGIH A3
OSHA Not Listed NIOSH Not Listed DFG-MAK Not Listed

Medical Conditions which may be aggravated by exposure: Any previously existing lung or pulmonary condition.

INGESTION

Acute exposures: Symptoms which may be experienced from the ingestion of lead dust or fume may not develop quickly,
therefore there may be no immediate effects from exposure. Increasing amounts can build up in the body and may reach a
point where symptoms and disability may occur. The effects of exposure to fumes and dusts of inorganic lead may include
decreased physical stamina, fatigue, sleep disturbance, headaches, aching bones and muscles, constipation, abdominal
pains and decreased appetite.

Chronic exposures: Lead is a cumulative poison. Increasing amounts can build up in the body and may reach a point
where symptoms and disability may occur. These may include anemia, pale skin, a blue line at the gum margin, decreased
hand-grip strength, abdominal pain, severe constipation, nausea, vomiting, and paralysis of the wrist joint. Prolonged
exposure may result in kidney damage. If the nervous system is affected, usually due to very high exposures, the resulting
effects include severe headaches, convulsions, coma, delirium and death. Continuous exposure may result in decreased
fertility. Elevated lead exposure of either parent before pregnancy may increase the chances of miscarriage or birth
defects. Exposure of the mother during pregnancy may cause birth defects.

Carcinogenic Potential (listed under):

IARC 2B NTP Not listed. ACGIH A3
OSHA Not listed. NIOSH Not listed. DFG-MAK Not listed.

Medical Conditions which may be aggravated by exposure: Any previously existing digestive, renal or nervous system
condition.
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Hammond Lead Products
A Division of Hammond Group, Inc

Product: Lead Monosilicate
Material Safety Data Sheet

EYE CONTACT

Acute Exposure: Exposure to dust may cause irritation.

Chronic Effects: No chronic effects are anticipated.

Note: The temporary effects of eye contact or obscured vision due to excessive airborne concentrations may directly
impair an individual's ability to locate emergency exits and/or eyewash stations to receive first aid.

Medical Conditions which may be agqwravated by exposure: None anticipated.

SKIN CONTACT

Acute Exposure: Skin contact with material may cause irritation.

Chronic Effects: No chronic effects are anticipated.

Medical Conditions which may be aggravated by exposure: None anticipated.

Health effects described above are based on published scientific information available for review, and evaluated on behalf
of this product. Actual signs and symptoms experienced may vary due to conditions at the time of exposure.

Inhalation: eRemove victim to fresh air.
*lf conscious, have victim clear nasal passages.
eRestore breathing. (e.g., Artificial Respiration, CPR)
eSeek medical attention, as necessary, if symptoms develop or persist.

Ingestion: If victim is conscious and alert,
eGive large quantities of water and induce vomiting.
eSeek medical attention immediately.

Eye: Holding eyelids open,
eDo not allow victim to rub their eyes.
eGently flush eyes for 15 minutes with large quantities of water.
eSeek medical attention if irritation develops or persists.

Skin: eWash area with soap and water.
eSeek medical attention if irritation develops or persists.

7Flash Point: Not applicable. Flammability LEL (%: Not applicable.
Method: Not applicable. Range:

Auto Ignition Temperature: Not applicable. UEL (%: Not applicable.

Extinguishing Media: This material is not combustible and is not anticipated to react with commercially employed
extinguishing media. Use appropriate extinguishing media for surrounding fire.

Special Firefighting Procedures: As part of responding to any fire, firefighters should wear full turnout gear with a
positive pressure demand mode Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA). Contain all fire suppression run-off.

Hazardous Thermal Decomposition Byproducts: This product, when heated to decomposition temperature, may emit
toxic fumes of lead.

Unusual Fire & Explosion Hazards: None anticipated.
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Hammond Lead Products Product: Lead Monosilicate
A Division of Hammond Group, Inc Material Safety Data Sheet

Actions to be Taken for Spills: Personnel responding to a spill should:

e Protect against identified hazards through use of prescribed personal protection equipment, proper work
and hygiene practices.

*Limit foot and vehicular traffic to minimize mechanical agitation and dispersion.
*Employ a vacuum, equipped with HEPA (High Efficiency Particulate Air) filter, for clean-up of the spill material.
elf no vacuum is available, use a broom and shovel to collect excess powder in the area. Residual material

should then be cleared, utilizing the process of wet sweeping, to avoid dust generation.

Containment Techniques: This is a solid material and will not travel far from the spill location unless mechanically
agitated. Therefore, no specific containment techniques are recommended outside of restricting access to the spill
location.

Lead Monosilicate is considered hazardous material. During spill cleanup, residual wash waters should be contained and
collected for proper disposal. Precautionary measures should be exercised to prevent this substance or associated wash
waters from entering the waterways.

Spill Response Equipment: The following equipment is recommended for spill response:

*vacuum, equipped with a HEPA filter
*broom, wet mop
*dustpan, shovel, or scoop
ebags, drums, or sacks for collection

Note: Non-sparking equipment may be selected, based on location specific requirements and individual work site
evaluations.

Spill Response Personal Protective Equipment: Employees should utilize the following protective equipment when
performing spill response activities:

egloves (rubber or leather)
*cotton or tyvek coveralls
'chemical/safety impact goggles
*respiratory equipment as recommended in Section 8.0.

Handling Procedures and Equipment: When handling this product, all personnel are directed to:

oWear all specified elements of PPE, as directed by this document, or under location specific requirements,
whichever is more conservative.

*Avoid creating dust, where possible.
*Be familiar with the requirements set forth in the OSHA Lead Standard 29 CFR 1910.1025.

Storage Requirements: The following information provides the appropriate and recommended methods for safe storage
and maintenance of product integrity:

*Store in a cool, dry, well-ventilated area.
eProduct containers (paper bags, nylon bags, drums, etc.) are prone to physical damage. Care should be taken in
storage and handling in order to prevent damage.

eAvoid contact with oxidizers and chemically active metals, since violent reactions may occur.
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Hammond Lead Products Product: Lead Monosilicate
A Division of Hammond Group, Inc Material Safety Data Sheet

Engineering Controls: If user operations generate dusts or fumes, use process enclosures, local exhaust ventilation, or
other engineering controls to keep airborne levels below recommended exposure limits. Where any employee is exposed
to lead above the permissible limits for more than 30 days per year, the employer shall implement engineering and work
practice controls including administrative controls to reduce and maintain employee exposure to lead in accordance with
the implementation schedule specified in 29 CFR 1910.1025(e)(1), except to the extent that the employer can demonstrate
that such controls are not feasible. Wherever the engineering and work practice controls which can be instituted are not
sufficient to reduce employee exposure to or below the permissible exposure limit, the employer shall nonetheless use
thorn to reduce exposure to the lowest feasible level and shall supplement them by the use of respiratory protection which
complies with the requirements of 29 CFR 1910.1025(f).

EMPLOYEE PROTECTIVE MEASURES

Respiratory Protection: The following NIOSHiMSHA approved respiratory protection is recommended for use in
airborne concentrations exceeding the exposure limits identified in this section.

*Not in excess of 0.5 mg/m3 (10 X PEL)Half mask, air purifying respirator (APR) equipped with P100 filters.
*Not in excess of 2.5 mg/m3 (50 x PEL). Full facepiece, APR with P100 filters
*Not in excess of 50 mg/m3 (1000 x PEL). Any powered air purifying respirator with P100 filters or half mask

supplied-air respirator operated in positive pressure mode.
*Not in excess of 100 mg/m3 (2000 x PEL) Supplied-air respirators with full facepiece, hood, helmet, or suit,

operated in positive pressure mode.
*Greater than 100 mg/m3, unknown Full facepiece, self-contained breathing apparatus operated in

concentration or fire fighting. positive pressure mode.

Utilization of respiratory equipment should be in accordance with 29 CFR 1910.1025 and 29 CFR 1910.134.

Chemical Protective ClothinglGloves: Leather or rubber gloves and full body cotton coveralls are recommended to
prevent direct skin contact.

Eye/Face Protection: Chemical/safety impact goggles are recommended to be used where excessive dust
concentrations may exist. In situations where respiratory protection is required to be used for excessive dust
concentrations, a full-face APR may be used in place of a half-face APR with chemical/safety impact goggles.

Head and Feet: Hard hats and safety shoes are not recommended based on product considerations. These items,
however, may be location specific requirements and should be employed as directed.

Note: Protective clothing is required if the lead exposure exceeds the PEL or TLV. Full body, cotton or disposable
coveralls should be worn during use and handling, be left at the work site and be properly disposed of or
laundered after use, with the wash water disposed of in accordance with local, state and federal regulations.
Personal clothing should be protected from contamination.

Other: An emergency eye wash is recommended in the work area to offer first aid assistance for incidental contact with
eyes. All emergency eye wash stations should, at a minimum,
meet requirements as established under ANSI Z.358.1 (latest
version) for location, design, and operation.

Work Hygiene Practices: To control potential exposures, avoid creating dust. Always wear appropriate protective
equipment when handling lead chemicals. To avoid skin contact, gloves (leather or rubber) should be worn when handling
containers of lead chemicals. Do not eat, drink, smoke or apply cosmetics while using/handling lead chemicals. Always
wash hands and face after handling lead chemicals. Before using this product, be familiar with the OSHA Standard for
Occupational Exposure to Lead, 29 CFR 1910.1025.

eAvoid direct skin contact when possible.
eDo not eat, drink, smoke, or perform other hand-to-mouth activities in product use or handling area.
eWash thoroughly after handling this product.
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Hammond Lead Products
A Division of Hammond Group, Inc

Product: Lead M 1noiice
Material Safety Data Sheet

Component Name CAS No.
Composition

Range

OSHA PEL
mglm3

ACGIH TLV
mqlm3

DFG-PAAK
mcalm

3
-1 I

TWA I STEL TWA I STEL I BE, I TWA I STEL

(as L e ad) I I IooIII

1) Ag/lOO ml of blood 2) N.E. = None Established 3) Once/shift - 30 minutes

Boiling Point (at 760 mm Hg): Not applicable. Vapor Pressure (mmHg): Not applicable.

Freezing Point: Not available. Vapor Density (Air = 1): Not applicable.

Melting Point: 700-784°C; Evaporation Rate: Not applicable.
1292-14430 F.

Solubility in Cold Water: <0.005 g/100cc. Percent Volatility: Not applicable.

Appare.t Densily: Not available. Mean Particle Size (1m): Not available.

Coefflcient Water/Oil Distribution: Not applicable. Specific Gravity (Water = 1): 6.50-6.65.

Odo/Odor Threshold: Odorless. Molecular Weight: 263.27.

Appearance: Light yellow powder or Weight per gallon (lbs.): Not available.
granule.

ProdutStability: Stable. I Conditions of Reactivity: Excessive temperatures.
Incompatibility (materials to avoid): Hazardous Polymerization: Will not occur.

None anticipated.I

Hazardus Decomposition Byproducts (Non-thermal): None anticipated.

OCCUPATIONALLY RELEVANT ROUTES OF EXPOSURE

Inhalation: Human TCLo: 10mg/m3 Gastrointestinal Skin: No quantitative information found.
tract effects (For LEAD).

Ingestion: No quantitative information found. Eye: No quantitative information found.
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Hammond Lead Products Product: Lead Monosilicate
A Division of Hammond Group, Inc Material Safety Data Sheet

7Lead and its compounds have been known as metals since ancient times. It occurs widely in the earth's crust and can be
dissolved from rocks and minerals into surface waters. Lead and its compounds have a variety of commercial and
industrial uses, such as lead pipes, lead-lined containers for corrosive gases and liquids, tetraethyl lead, paint pigments,

alloys in metallurgy, storage batteries, ceramics, electronic devices, and plastics.

Acute (short-term) Ecological Effects: Acute toxic effects to excessive concentrations may include death of some animals,
birds, or fish, and possible death or low growth rate in some plants. Acute effects are seen two to four days after animals
or plants come in contact with a toxic chemical substance. Toxicity to aquatic life is affected by water hardness - the softer
the water the greater the toxicity. Lead and its compounds have high acute toxicity to aquatic life. Insufficient data are
available to evaluate or predict the short-term effects of lead and its compounds to plants, birds, or land animals.

Chronic (long-term) Ecological Effects: Chronic toxic effects may include shortened lifespan, reproductive problems, lower
fertility, and changes in appearance or behavior. Chronic effects can be seen long after first exposure(s)to a toxic
chemical. Lead and its compounds have high chronic toxicity to aquatic life. Lead causes nerve and behavioral effects in
humans and could cause similar long-term effects in birds and land animals exposed to lead and its compounds.

Water Solubility: Lead and its compounds range in their respective water solubilities from highly soluble to practically
insoluble. The solubility of this material in cold water is < 0.005 g/100cc.

Distribution and Persistence in the Environment: Lead and its compounds are highly persistent in water, with a half-life
greater than 200 days. The half-life of a pollutant is the amount of time it takes for one-half of the chemical to be
degraded.

Bioaccumulation in Aquatic Organisms: Some substances increase in concentration, or bioaccumulate, in living organisms
as they breathe contaminated air, drink contaminated water, or eat contaminated food. These chemicals can become
concentrated in the tissues and internal organs of animals and humans. The concentration of lead and its compounds
found in fish tissues is expected to be much higher than the average concentration of lead in the water from which the fish
was taken.

PermLible Concentration in Water: To protect freshwater aquatic life e[ 2.35 In (hardness) - 9.48 ] never to exceed

e1.22 in (hardness)-0.47j* To protect saltwater aquatic life 668 ig/l on a acute toxicity basis and 25 pg/I on a chronic basis.
To protect humans, maintain water concentrations to less than 50 pg/I.

Physlcal/Chemical Properties: This material is a stable solid.

Recommended Disposal Method: Reblend spilled, unused, off-specification materials with other materials, where
possible, in support of waste minimization. Where this is not possible, dispose of material according to Federal (country-
specific), state, and local requirements.

Empty Containers: This product may be shipped in paper or nylon bags, steel drums, plastic or steel pails, or intermediate
bulk containers. All residual material should be emptied and the containers recycled where possible. Where recycling is
not possible, all containers should be disposed of in accordance with Federal (country-specific), state, and local
requirements.

If questions exist about disposal, please contact the manufacturer for additional information.
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Hammond Lead Products
A Division of Hammond Group, Inc

Product: Lead Monosilicate
Material Safety Data Sheet

This material in not regulated by current US DOT regulations. However, elemental lead metal is regulated by the DOT. If
the packaged product contains an amount of elemental lead metal less than 100 micron in particle size and in an amount of
10 pounds or greater in each package, then it is classified as a DOT hazardous material. The following shipping
information will apply only in the situation described above:

Proper Shipping Name: Environmental hazardous substance, solid, N.O.S., R.Q. (Contains lead metal) (ERG #171)

U.N. Identification No.: 3077 Class or Division: 9

Subsidiary Risk: None Listed Labels: Class 9

State Variation: None Listed Special Provision: 8, B54, N50 (172.102)

U.N. Packing Group: 111 Passenger Aircraft: NONE
Max. Quantity Per Package: No Limit

................. Packaging Instruction:911

Cr: NONE
Max. Per Package: No Limit
Packaging Instruction: 911

Packaging Authorization: DOT 173.155 (EXCEPTIONS); 173.213 (Nonbulk Packaging); 173.240 (Bulk Packaging)

Notes: The primary guidance for this information is the USDOT.

The following regulations and guidelines apply to the product and/or product components.

SARA Notification:
The product or component(s) of the product we sell to you is subject to the reporting requirements of Section 313, Title
Ill of the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986 (SARA). 40 CFR Port 372.

Product Chemical CAS Number

Not Applicable

% By Weight

Lead Monosillcate Lead Compounds 85

ACGIH TLV
Australia Exposure Standards for Atmospheric Contaminants in the Occupational Environment
California Prop 65 - WARNING: This product contains a chemical known to the state of California to cause cancer and

birth defects, or other reproductive harm.
Canadian ingredient Disclosure List
Canadian Domestic Substance List
CERCLA Hazardous Substances listed as lead
Clean Water Act Section 304 Water Quality Criteria Substances as lead
Clean Water Act Section 307 Priority Pollutants listed as lead and lead compounds
European Inventory of Existing Commercial Chemical Substances
European Union Occupational Exposure Limits (See individual member states)
Federal Republic of Germany DFG-MAK
NIOSH Recommendation Substances
NTP Testing Program Substances
OSHA PEL
United Kingdom Occupational Exposure Limit
Clean Air Act [Lead is regulated as a Hazardous Air Pollutant (HAP)]
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Hammond Lead Products
A Division of Hammond Group, Inc

Product: Lead Monosilicate
Material Safety Data Sheet

Product Name: Lead Monosilicate

Ingredient(s):

Signal Word:

Lead Monosilicate'

Warning!

Hazard Description:

Precautionary
Measures:

This product contains inorganic lead compounds. When handling contents, do not inhale or
swallow. Overexposure through inhalation and/or ingestion could cause damage to the blood or
nervous, digestive, and/or renal systems.

Avoid contact with the skin, eyes, and mucous membranes. Use with adequate ventilation. Wear
appropriate personal protective equipment. When handling contents, use NIOSH/MSHA approved
respirators, clean protective clothing and gloves. Keep out of reach of children. Keep away from
feed and food products. Continued exposure without these precautions could lead to lead
poisoning. Wash thoroughly after use.

First aid
Procedures: Inhalation: Remove victim to fresh air. Restore breathing if necessary. If conscious, have victim

clear nasal passages.

Ingestion: If victim is conscious and alert, give large amounts of water and induce vomiting.

Eyes: Holding eyelids open, gently flush eyes for 15 minutes with large quantities of water. Do not
allow the victim to rub their eyes.

Skin: Wash area with soap and water.

In all cases of administered first aid, seek medical attention if symptoms develop or persist.

Fire
Instructions:

Spill or Leak
Procedures:

Handling and
Storage Instructions:

This material is not flammable; however, it may contribute toxic fumes of lead if involved in a fire.
Select fire extinguishment media for surrounding materials.

Wear appropriate protective equipment. Limit foot and vehicular traffic to minimize agitation and
dispersion. Employ a vacuum (equipped with a HEPA filter), broom and shovel, and wet sweeping
for spill clean-up. Avoid creating dust. Do not allow this product or run-off to reach waterways.

Wear specified elements of personal protective equipment, as defined in the Material Safety Data
Sheet (MSDS), or follow location specific instructions for handling this product. Store in a cool,
dry, well-ventilated area. Specific instructions concerning directions for use and handling may be
found in the MSDS or may be supplied by the manufacturer.

For additional information on this product, see the MSDS or contact the manufacturer.

Manufactured by: Hammond Lead Products
Hammond Plant
2308 165th Street
Hammond, IN 46323
1-219-845-0031

Phone: General Information: (219) 931-9360
EMERGENCY PHONE (24 HRSIDAY): 1-800-424-9300 Chemtrecs

1-219-845-0031 Ask for Environmental Coordinator
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Hammond Lead Products
A Division of Hammond Group, Inc

Product: Lead Monosilicate
Material Safety Data Sheet

This information is given in good faith, but no warranty is expressed or implied. The above information is believed to be accurate,
and represents the most up-to-date information available to us. Hammond Lead Products Division does not, however, represent
that the information included herein is comprehensive or all-inclusive. It is, therefore, recommended that this document be used as
a guide. Hammond Lead Products Division shall not be held liable for any damage or injury resulting from use of such information.
Hammond Lead Products Division further encourages users of this product to investigate and determine any potential hazards
associated with the users' intended use of this product, and to determine the suitability of this information with respect to the users'
particular applications.

Prepared by: Hammond Group, Inc., Environmental, Health, and Safety Department
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From: Nelson, Robert
To: Mathew. Roy

Cc: Hilaid. Patrick; Wilson. George; Seen. David: Thomas, Eric; Markley. Michael
Subject: Response: Electrical System Design for Japanese Plants

Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 9:45:02 AM

Attachments: partial electrical status.tdf

I tried

NELSON

From: LIA06 Hoc
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 9:42 AM
To: Nelson, Robert
Subject: RE: Query: Electrical System Design for Japanese Plants

Bob... this is what I was able to find from the RST.. Right now there is a reluctance with sending a

tasker to the team to get this information..based in part on the APRIL 28TH meeting date.

Hope this is somewhat helpful.

Mike Tschiltz

Liaison Team Director

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Operations Center

From: Nelson, Robert
Sent: Wednesday, March 2ý;,-2(ff-9:14 AM
To: LIA06 Hoc
Cc: Hiland, Patrick; Wilson, George; Skeen, David; Thomas, Eric; Mathew, Roy
Subject: Query: Electrical System Design for Japanese Plants

Can you assist in this matter? Please respond directly to Roy Mathew, with me on cc.

•..,1 . /. ,.-• , ,,

Robert A. Nelson

NRR External Communications Coordinator, Japan Events

Deputy Director

Division of Operating Reactor Licensing

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

~ U.S.NRC

E-mail: robert.nelson'nrc ov Office: (301) 415-1453 I 1 Cell: (b)(6) J, Fax: (301) 415-
21021

From: Mathew, Roy



Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 9:10 AM
To: Nelson, Robert
Cc: Hiland, Patrick; Wilson, George; Skeen, David; Thomas, Eric
Subject: Electrical System Design for Japanese Plants

EEEB is preparing for a Commission meeting in April 28, 2011, to discuss the status of
Japanese event and to provide an overview of the SBO rule.

Presently, we do not have any insights on the Japanese electrical power system design. If
possible, we would like to get the following information through the NRC team in Japan.

1. How many offsite power circuits are provided to the safety buses? Are they
independent and redundant and have sufficient capacity and capability to support cold
shutdown capability for all postulated events at the plant?. How many of these
sources are immediately available after a unit trip?. Are the offsite circuits shared with
adjacent units?

2. How many loss of offsite power events have occurred in the last 20 years at each
plant? What is the duration of loss of offsite power? How many loss of power
events to one safety bus have occurred at the plant? In the last 20 years, has there
been a station blackout event at any plants?

3. How many standby power sources (diesel generators or other power sources) are
provided for each unit? How many are required as a minimum to support safe
shutdown of the unit? What is the reliability of the standby power source?

4. Are standby power systems including the support systems (fuel oil, cooling water,
switchgear, control power, raceways, cables etc.) protected from natural phenomena
such as tsunami, flood, and earthquakes?

5. Are AC and DC power sources shared between units at a site?

6. DC System (Class 1E)

o How many battery systems are provided per unit?
o Are they redundant and independent?
o What are the duty cycle (s) ? Provide manufacturer name and the types of

batteries used (e.g., lead acid)
o How often is the battery capacity test performed?
o What is the amp-hour and nominal voltage rating of the batteries?
o Is there load shedding required if the DC system has to be used for loss of all

AC events? If yes, what percentage of the loads are shed?

Are there any regulatory requirements to withstand and recover from a station blackout
event? (loss of all offsite and onsite Class 1 E AC power sources with turbine trip).

If there are requirements, Is AC independent system used (DC) or Alternate AC power
source used for coping with station blackout? Are these power sources protected from



natural phenomena such as tsunami, flood, and earthquakes? Is there any specific
analysis required by the licensees and do they have to update the analysis if assumptions
change?. What are the typical coping time(s)? How is the coping duration determined?
Are there plant procedures and operator training provided for a station blackout scenario?
Is station blackout assumed to occur in more than one unit at a multi-unit site?
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

RST01 Hoc
Wednesday, March 23, 2011 9:36 PM
RST03 Hoc
FW: Q223 Response from GEH
Q223 Combined FINAL.pdf

Tom,

Please pass on to your colleagues in Kappel and Bettis.

We are forwarding this on to you for comment based on input provided by INPO with regards to questions which arose

during this morning's TEPCO conference call. Please let us know if you have any additional comments or that you
concur.

Thanks.

Greg
RST Coordinator

---- -Original M essage -----
From: GE Hitachi Nuclear Response Team (GE Power & Water) [mailto:GE.HitachiNuclearResponseTeam@ge.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 7:24 PM
To: RST01 Hoc; RST08 Hoc

Subject: Q223 Response from GEH

Mike,
Please find the attached response.

<<Q223 Combined FINAL.pdf>>
Thank you,
Victor

Victor M. Abelairas

Manager, Technical Services
GE Hitachi Nuclear Energy

3901 Castle Hayne Road
Wilmington, NC 28402

USA

Office: (910) 819-5179

__C e ll: I (b )(6 ) '

Email: victor.abelairas@ge.com
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

RST01 Hoc
Wednesday, March 23, 2011 9:35 PM
RST03 Hoc
FW: INPO Input on NRC questions - 3/23/11
032311 INPO Input to NRC Questions.docx; Fukushima SAlt Buildup.xlsx

Tom,

Please pass on to your colleagues in Kappel and Bettis.

We are forwarding this on to you for comment based on input provided by INPO with regards to questions which arose
during this morning's TEPCO conference call. Please let us know if you have any additional comments or that you
concur.

I will be sending out another e-mail for the GEH response. Thanks.

From: Simon, Shawn M. (INPO) [mailto:SimonSM@INPO.org] On Behalf Of INPOERCTech
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 8:52 PM
To: RST01 Hoc
Subject: FW: INPO Input on NRC questions - 3/23/11

Greg - Attached are the files forwarded today to RST from INPO and discussed with GEH on a conference call toda.:!.

Shawn Simon
INPOERC Tech
Nightshift Lead

From: Williams, Deborah J. (INPO)
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 5:20 PM
To: INPOERCTech
Cc: Williams, Deborah J. (INPO)
Subject: FW: INPO Input on NRC questions - 3/23/11

From: Williams, Deborah J. (INPO)
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 5:16 PM
To: 'rstOl.hoc@nrc.gov'
Cc: INPOERCTech; INPO EmergencyResponseCtr (INPO)
Subject: INPO Input on NRC questions - 3/23/11

Attached is INPO input to the following questions from the NRC on 3/23/11. Also attached is the spreadsheet for the

calculation.

(b)(4)
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INPO Response to NRC Question 3/23/11
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From: LIA02 Hoc

Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 2:43 PM
To: Cadoux, Claude
Cc: LIA03 Hoc; Mayros, Lauren
Subject. FW: Question from ET about Cabinet meetings

FYI

From: Devercelly, Richard
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 2:19 PM
To: LIA02 Hoc
Cc: Mayros, Lauren; LIA03 Hoc
Subject: RE: Question from ET about Cabinet meetings

Good Afternoon All:

This issue has become a labor intensive living monster that has far exceeded its allowable life expectancy. Too many
resources are being wasted here and are of more value elsewhere.

(b)(6)

From: LIA02 Hoc
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 2:01 PM
To: Devercelly, Richard
Cc: Mayros, Lauren; LIA03 Hoc
Subject: RE: Question from ET about Cabinet meetings

Thanks Rick! (Sorry I accidentally typed "Rich" before.) .

(b)(6)
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THANKS!

From: Devercelly, Richard
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 1:54 PM
To: LIA02 Hoc
Subject: RE: Question from ET about Cabinet meetings

My apologies:

I do not know the answert to either question. I will make sure that Chuck is aware of them immediately upon his arrival
in the morning.

Rick DeVercelly

From: LIA02 Hoc
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 1:36 PM
To: Devercelly, Richard
Cc: LIA03 Hoc
Subject: Question from ET about Cabinet meetings

Hi Rich,

I heard from the ET that you are taking the night shift tonight. I hope all is well over there.

Charlie Miller has a question he's hoping you might know the answer to without having to wake anyone up. In his

conversation with Chuck earlier today, Chuck was recounting a successful meeting with the Cabinet. The ET

subsequently had a conference call with the Consortium that's been set up between USG agencies and industry. The

Cabinet Meeting came up on that call and two questions came out as a result:

1. Chuck mentioned that State Department was preparing minutes of the Cabinet Meeting. Can these be shared

with industry? If not, is there another summary or some pared down information that can be shared?

2. Are any other countries' representatives participating in the Cabinet Meetings? Or is the U.S. the only guest

that is currently attending? If other countries are participating, what is the level/affiliation of their participants?

Thank you in advance for your help. with this. If you don't have the answers, just let us know and please ask Chuck when

he wakes up.

Best regards,
Jen Schwartzman
NRC International Liaison Desk
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

RST01 Hoc
Wednesday, March 23, 2011 8:08 PM

inpoerc@inpo.org
RST07 Hoc; RST01 Hoc
FW: Q223 Response from GEH
Q223 Combined FINAL.pdf

Follow up
Flagged

Attached is a response from GE regarding 4 questions (see below) which TEPCO raised which required answers. The NRC
RST passed these questions on to the GEH folks which they have responded in said attachment. We would like you to
review their response at your earliest convenience and please let us know if you concur with their assessment.

Thanks,

Greg
RST Coordinator

----- Original Message----
From: Lingenfelter, Andy (GNF) [mailto:andy.lingenfelter@gnf.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 10:42 AM
To: ge.hitachinuclearreponseteam@ge.com; RST01 Hoc; Heck, Charles (GE Power & Water); Ellison, Phillip G (GE Power
& Water); Klapproth, James F (GE Power & Water); Watford, Glen A. (GE Power & Water)
Subject: Notes and aciton items from NRC/GE H engineering call

Hello NRC Reactor Safety Team and Fred,

(b)(4)
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Best Regards,

Andy

Andy Lingenfelter
General Manager, Fuel Engineering

Global Nuclear Fuel

T 910 675 5954
F 910 362 5954
D *292-5954

E Andy.Lingenfelter@ge.com

http://gepower.com/orod serv/products/nuclear energy/en/index.htm
3901 Castle Hayne Road
Mail Code 170
Wilmington NC 28402-0780
GE Energy - Nuclear Energy

----- Original Message-----
From: GE Hitachi Nuclear Response Team (GE Power & Water) [mailto:GE.HitachiNuclearResponseTeam@ge.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 7:24 PM
To: RSTO1 Hoc; RST08 Hoc

Subject: Q223 Response from GEH

Mike,
Please find the attached response.

<<Q223 Combined FINAL.pdf>>
Thank you,
Victor

Victor M. Abelairas
Manager, Technical Services
GE Hitachi Nuclear Energy

3901 Castle Hayne Road
Wilmington, NC 28402
USA

Office: (910) 819-5179

C lEO I(b(6) -I

Email: victor.abelairas@ge.com
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

PMT05 Hoc
Wednesday. March232011 11:06 AM

S (b)(6) J

metcor sts
Fukushima SFP Source Terms.xlsx; MARCH 18-19 MELCOR release inventories 2.doc;
MARCH 18-19 MELCOR release inventories (FOR NARAC FOLLOWUP EMAIL).doc;
MARCH 18-19 MELCOR release inventories.doc; Copy of Fukushima SFP Source Terms-
with sums by radionuclide.xlsx; Fukushima SFP Source Terms for NARAC.xlsx

See attached
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From: Bloom, Steven
Sent Wednesday, March 23, 2011 1:32 PM
To: LIA02 Hoc
Cc: LIA03 Hoc; RST01 Hoc; Brown, Eva
Subject: RE: Blackberry devices for Japan Support

[ went and found the Dresden 2/3 PM and looked at the FSAR and foun (b)(4)
L (b)(4) 1This is for Dresden, and so Ni typical but might not be exactly

what the dimensions are for the Fukushi'rna-spent fuel pool. Hope this helps.

Steve

From: LIA02 Hoc
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 .11:55 AM
To: Bloom, Steven
Subject: RE: Blackberry devices for Japan Support

Thanks!

From: Bloom, Steven
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 11:51 AM
To: LIA02 Hoc
Subject: RE: Blackberry devices for Japan Support

Looking into it.

From: LIA02 Hoc
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 11:40 AM
To: Bloom, Steven
Subject: RE: Blackberry devices for Japan Support

Steve,

I need a favor. On our call with the UK/France/Canada this morning, there was a question abou (b)(4)

(b)(4)

Tom Boyce didn't know off the top of his head (understandably). Can you please help me find out an answer from a

BWR expert?

Thanks!

From: Bloom, Steven
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 11:32 AM
To- LIA02 Hoc; LIA03 Hoc
Subject: FW: Blackberry devices for Japan Support

Sent to my email account.



From: Heard, Robert
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 11:19 AM
To: Giessner, John; Taylor, Robert; Miller, Marie; Way, Ralph; Bloom, Steven
Cc: Brusoe, Eric; ET02 Hoc; Reyes, Debra; Padilla, William
Subject: Blackberry devices for Japan Support

For your deployment to Japan you must be provided with a different Blackberry device. In order for us to
activate the new device for you we must first deactivate your current device. In order to have this device ready
for you when you depart, we will need to deactivate your device on Wednesday March 2 3 rd prior to
noon. Immediately we will begin to activate your new device. Your new device will be delivered to the
operations center when provisioning is completed, it will be ready for you to pick up from there.

For those of you in the Regions if you are not coming to HQ, your device should be carried by an HQ staff
member and will be given to you when you arrive.

If you have any question or concerns please let me know.

Robert Heard Jr.
OIS/ICOD/ISPT
(301)415-6393
Robert.Heard(,nrc.,qov
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Greenwood, Carol

From: Gibson, Kathy
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 12:04 AM
To: Tinkler, Charles
Subject: Fw: Assumptions for Trans Pacific Dose Modeling
Attachments: Assumptions for Trans Pacific Dose Modeling.doc

FYI - thought you might be interested. The source term was derived as I thought I remembered.

From: Hoc, PMT12
To: Hoc, PMT12; Jaczko, Gregory
Cc: Carpenter, Cynthia; Lewis, Robert; Ordaz, Vonna; Camper, Larry; Holahan, Patricia; Miller, Charles; Gibson, Kathy;
Sullivan, Randy; Jones, Cynthia; Reis, Terrence; Cool, Donald; Holahan, Vincent; Milligan, Patricia; Tappert, John; Lui,
Christiana; Lubinski, John; Coe, Doug; Zimmerman, Roy; Wiggins, Jim; Sheron, Brian; Johnson, Michael; Virgilio, Martin;
Weber, Michael; Boger, Bruce; Batkin, Joshua; Coggins, Angela; Borchardt, Bill; Weber, Michael; Casto, Chuck; Dorman,
Dan; FOIA Response.hoc Resource
Sent: Tue Mar 22 21:43:47 2011
Subject: Assumptions for Trans Pacific Dose Modeling

Mr. Chairman,

Attached is the staff's summary of the assumptions underlying the calculation of doses that was done by DOE NARAC for
the trans-pacific movement of the plume. This information is provided to support you Deputies meeting tomorrow
morning at 8 AM.

10
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Assumptions Associated with Trans-Pacific Dose Calculations Projections
to U.S. and Territories

(b)(5)
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From: Lee, Richard
Sent Wednesday, March 23, 2011 7:36 AM
To: RST01 Hoc
Cc: Gibson, Kathy; Wagner, Katie; Elkins, Scott
Subject: RE: RST Requested Evaluations to be Performed by RES

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

Hi,
We will get you answers to the 3 questions raised as soon as possible.
Richard

From: RST01 Hoc
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 5:39 AM
To: Lee, Richard
Cc: Gibson, Kathy; RST01 Hoc
Subject: FW: RST Requested Evaluations to be Performed by RES

From: Hoc, RST16
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 5:37 AM
To: RST01 Hoc
Subject: RST Requested Evaluations to be Performed by RES

RST Coordinator,

Please forward the e-mail text below to Richard Lee and cc: Kathy Gibson from RES.

Thank you,

RST Communicator

Dear Mr. Lee,

The Reactor Safety Team (RST) in the Operations Center has been given your name as the lead Point of
Contact (POC) for the Office of Research to manage all incoming requests from the RST.

As such, here is a request to investigate the topics related to queries 1, 3, and 4 from our Site Team located
over in Japan. FYI, this request was entered into the WEB EOC Task Tracker software as Record # 2098 on
3/22/2011 @ 11:42 AM. Items 2 and 5 have been evaluated by our team and other sources and have been
determined to be complete and require no further action.

Per Site Team e-mail, they would like RST to provide input on the following:



(b)(5)

The RST requests an progress update via e-mail, at least once daily in order for us to be able to track your
progress for each of the three issues.

Thank you for your time and consideration.

Bill Roggenbrodt
RST Communicator
301-816-5504
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From: Weber, Michael
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 4:15 PM
To: Sheron, Brian
Cc: ET01 Hoc; ET05 Hoc; OST02 HOC
Subject: RESPONSE - NUCLEAR EMERGENCY RESPONSE

Thanks, Brian. The photos look like the ones that we shared with the White House/NSS.

------ Original Message----

From: Sheron, Brian
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 3:03 PM
To: HOO Hoc
Cc: Weber, Michael; Virgilio, Martin
Subject: FW:

Please forward to ET, RST, and PMT Directors. Some interesting photos.

---- Original Message---
From: Peltz, James [mailto:James.Peltz@Nuclear.Energy.gov] On Behalf Of Kelly, John E (NE)
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 2:52 PM
To: Adams, Ian; Aoki, Steven; Binkley, Steve; Brinkman, Bill; Budnitz, Bob; DAgostino, Thomas; Finck, Phillip; Garwin, Dick
(EOP); Garwin, Dick (IBM); Grossenbacher, John (INL); Hurlbut, Brandon; John Holdren; Kelly, John E (NE); Koonin,
Steven; Lyons, Peter; McFarlane, Harold; Miller, Neile; Mustin, Tracy; NITSolutions; Owens, Missy; Peterson, Per;
Poneman, Daniel; SCHU; Sheron, Brian; Steve Fetter; Szilard, Ronalo
Subject:

Contents are49460-

-.Original Message----
From: Peltz, James
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 1:40 PM
To: Adams, Ian; Aoki, Steven; Binkley, Steve; Brinkman, Bill; Budnitz, Bob; DAgostino, Thomas; Finck, Phillip; Garwin, Dick
(EOP); Garwin, Dick (IBM); Grossenbacher, John (INL); Hurlbut, Brandon; John Holdren; Kelly, John E (NE); Koonin,
Steven; Lyons, Peter; McFarlane, Harold; Miller, Neile; Mustin, Tracy; NITSolutions; Owens, Missy; Peterson, Per;
Poneman, Daniel; SCHU; Sheron, Brian; Steve Fetter; Szilard, Ronalo
Subject:

All-

John Kelly asked me to pass along this information. I will pass the p-word to the photos in another email as they are
OUO.

The Salt Accumulation Attachment, based on a GEH analysis, addresses questions 1. and 3. (below). Attempts to
answer Q2 are ongoing.



1. Control blades melt before fuel rods - where is the boron? Does it affect the re-criticality calcs (Kelly)?

2. What is the water level in containment? If no direct measurements, can it be inferred? (S-1)

3. Does the salt interact with the core melt? Where is the salt precipitated? (Binder)

James Peltz

0: (202) 586-7564

C: (b)(6)
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From: Abrams, Charlotte
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 10:47 AM
To: LUA02 Hoc; LIA03 Hoc
Cc: Mamish, Nader
Subject: RE: TRANSITION REPORT 3/23 - 2300

Danielle now needs a laptop. Can we get the one that was originally set up for Giessner for Danielle? She will
have to share it with him, but pretty much everyone over there has a laptop, so he should not have any
difficulty gaining access to one.

Danielle is leaving on Saturday, 3/26; Eric on Monday 3/28. We need to arrange for Kirk to return on 3/29 and
for Brooke to return on 3/29 or 3/30 (see what she is most comfortable with). I see in the transition notes that
Blackberries have been requested. They both will need their current ones disabled since T-Mobile and Verizon
do not work well in Japan, and I believe new ones need to be assigned. We need to get Danielle's phone,
dosimeter, laptop, etc. to her today as I would like for her not to come into the office tomorrow. Eric will need
his phone, etc. by Friday.
I suggest that we also plan to bring them back as follows: Danielle on April 9 or 10 and Eric on April 12.

From: LIA02 Hoc
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 10:57 PM
To: LIA02 Hoc; LIA03 Hoc; Fragoyannis, Nancy; Doane, Margaret; Mamish, Nader; Abrams, Charlotte; Wittick, Brian;
Afshar-Tous, Mugeh; 'ShafferMR@state.gov'; Bloom, Steven; Schwartzman, Jennifer; Tobin, Jennifer; Mayros, Lauren;
Jones, Andrea; English, Lance; Smiroldo, Elizabeth; Young, Francis; Henderson, Karen; Ramsey, Jack; Shepherd, Jill;
Baker, Stephen; Emche, Danielle; Stahl, Eric
Subject: TRANSITION REPORT 3/23 - 2300

TRANSITION REPORT FOR MARCH 23, 2011 - 2300
Lauren transitioning to Mugeh

UPDATES DURING THIS SHIFT

NISA Request for U.S. Emergency Response Information. NISA emailed Brooke and asked her to provide them
with Emergency Response info. Brooke emailed us to ask for the NUREG for this. Specifically, NISA wants info
on U.S. policy for returning a population after evacuation due to a radiological event. Technical staff in the Ops
Center said that this information is provided through the EPA. We provided her with 2 documents: 1) federal
register notice referencing the Protective Action Guides used to evacuate/re-enter after a radiological event and
2) the EPA's MANUAL OF PROTECTIVE ACTION GUIDES AND PROTECTIVE ACTIONS FOR NUCLEAR
INCIDENTS. igt rc onNRG77.Tyt eaffbihý46mitn-ýn

* •Eiizabeth had inquired during a previous shift about getting access to a DSN line. We were informed tonight that?
this was way too expensive to get. Instead, there is an email hanging up in the LIA02 cube from James Dodmead
on how to contact a DSN operator when we need to use this type of line....

* Open ET action items. Tasks #2310 and 2314 on the Task Tracker have been assigned to the internation %
liaison. Both are follow-ups to a call Chuck Casto had with the ET this morning regarding a meeting Chuck I
attended at the Japanese Cabinet. We contacted Rick Devercelly, who was on the night shift today, he
had the answers. He didn't, so he said he'd contact Chuck as soon as it became a reasonable hour.



* NRC Travelers Return Checklist. Completed a draft of the checklist and sent it to Michele Evans. Document is
located on LIA02 desktop. No further action until Michele responds.

" Japan Relief Team.
* Departures: Michael Scott and Alan Blarney have arrived in Tokyo. Ralph Way, Syed All, Abdul Sheikh,

and Rob Taylor have picked up their Blackberries and laptops (if applicable). Ralph is carrying
Blackberries for Marie Miller and Jack Giessner. Rob Taylor is carrying the calling cards for the
team. None of the travelers plan to come into the office tomorrow.

Change of OIP plans: Danielle Emche will be departing for Japan on Saturday, 3/26. Eric Stahl will be
departing on Monday, 3/28. Jack Ramsey will not be going to Japan. We have provided this information
to USAID and to the IT personnel in the Ops Center so that travel arrangements, Blackberries, etc. can be
arranged. Neither Danielle nor Eric plan to take NRC laptops.

* Daily calls with UK/France/Canada. We participated on the 0930 daily call with the RST and the 1400 call with
the PMT. 0930- the UK referenced a presentation by one of their chief scientists. They subsequently sent
everyone a copy, which we sent to the RST. 1400 - discussion focused on source term data and radiation
monitoring. Countries compared drinking water guidelines for 1-131. US and UK are very similar, Canada's is
substantially lower. We were advised to keep the data Canada provided us yesterday from the Australians as a
close hold. Canada will be sharing source term data with us and France (have already shared with UK). German
and UK have shared source term data bilaterally and a comparison indicates they are similar. We reiterated our
commitment to provide US data once we reach agreement within the federal family. I

" Request for meteorological data. PMT sent a request for us to pass to the Japan Embassy.Task Force regarding
a need for specific meteorological data. We forwarded the request to the Task Force and received a reply from
a Mona Camacho indicating she was passing it to the appropriate people.

FUTURE AC"IONS/OPEN ITEMS

o hairman's Call with NISA-The Chairman will have a call with NISA on Friday. We do not yet have a time.
Danielle will get confirmation on Thursday, 3/24. The interpreter on duty needs to be aware that they will be
sitting inon this call, probably in the Chairman's office. 0ý-,bcfm

Japan Relief Team.
6LIA03 sentn email to LiasonJapan (original team) asking for them to email back their dosimetryF 11e initia team sent over was in such a rush that the Headquarters Radiation Safety Officer,|

John O'Donnell, never recorded which dosimeter was assigned to which staff member.

tave ei d e rs replaced, atoe The RSO has also asked original teammembers to indicate whether they intend to stay in Japan past the end of the month. If they do, then

they will need to have their dosimeters replaced, as the ones they have now are only for use until the

2
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bbut in short, the control dosimeter will measure
occupational exposure versus environmental exposure. Therefore, the control dosimeter should stay
safe in a desk at the Embassy and the last person back from Japan should bring it back with them.

o Possible extension of travel orders: We have contacted the Japan Team to find out if any members of
the original team plan to remain in Japan beyond March 31. Information is needed because travelers
may require supplemental travel orders. We've asked them to reply to LIA02 and LIA03 with this
information.

0Cris Brown has advised that, rather than asking the relief team to carry additional satellite phones to
Japan, the current team should turn ownership of the two satellite phones already over there to a new
member of the relief team. The travelers have been advised to work with the current team to
determine who should take ownership, then provide that name to Cris Brown and LIA02/LIA03. ti

* Jim Trapp/Tony Ulses Travel. Mary Carter will have to make Jim and Tony's travel reservations back home since
they do not have travel authorizations through USAID. Kirk already emailed Mary and NRC liaisons at

USI- t,. i o. 6

Japan Lessons Learned inquired about OIP plans (existi or future) to rehire Bruce Mallet. They want him

to work on Japan lesson eaamed. Danielle inquired with Ja

Request from U.S. Forces Japan. LT Director received a request for specific reactor information from USFJ
preparation for some bilateral meetings they are having tomorrow. International liaisons gave NRC team in
Japan a heads up that the request had come in. LT Director replied to the request indicating that we have a team
in Japan and that, rather than duplicate the requests the USG is making of the Japanese, it would be more
efficient for USFJ to coordinate with us. LIA02 and 03 were provided as email addresses for USFJ to
communicate with.

Request from IAEA. Mike Modro of the IAEA reached out to Jen Schwartzman seeking NRC assistance with
source term-related analysis. In particular, they are looking for severe accident management procedures for
BWRs. Jen passed the request to the PMT to see what assistance we can provide, and provided Mike with a
copy of NUREG-1465, "Accident Source Terms for Light-Water Power Plants," in the meantime. Jen set up a
phone call for Mike with Don Cool for 9 AM EDT Thursday. Jen will sit in.

IAEA Coordination. The ET had tasked us with understanding the role of the IAEA's Incident and Emergency
Centre (IEC) and what the extent of their role is if Japan does not make a formal request to them under the
Assistance Convention. We suggested that the IEC serve as a clearinghouse, keeping track of all requests for
assistance from Japan, all offers to assist from other countries, who has provided what, and whether it satisfies
the requests. Mark Shaffer met with Elena Buglova, Acting Director of the IEC, at approximately 0600 EDT. He
provided a write-up of that meeting (in LIA02 and 03 email inboxes) to Margie. Subsequently, Ms. Buglova
wrote to thank Mark for the meeting and she posted the current spreadsheet of what IAEA is tracking on ENAC
(hard copy on LIA02 desk). Update: Ms. Buglova has asked the U.S. to update its entries on the
spreadsheet. Jen sent the request to Margie for her views. There is still an open task on the task tracker, but
we have tried to manage expectations about the extent to which NRC can "complete a task" on this subject. We
have told the LT Director that OIP will keep the ET informed of developments on this issue.

3



* International requests for information.
AIT/TECRO (Taiwan) has requested a briefing on the 50-mile evacuation zone and the plume modeling. Danielle
Emche is handling this request.

" Translators. The translators are working very hard but we are starting to notice duplication of efforts. This is
largely due to shift changes here and in the technical teams that results in a lack of knowledge/awareness that
previous versions of a document (especially monitoring data) were already translated. The result is that multiple
translators are working on the same document or working to translate an entire document when a previous
version was already provided to the appropriate team and only the numbers have been updated. Also,
translators are often working for a long time on a document which has subsequently been published in

* Daily calls with UK/France/Canada. Calls will take place tomorrow, 3/22, at 0930 with RST and at 1500 with
PMT to discuss reactor-related and radiation-related information, respectively, with regulatory representatives
from these three countries. Everyone should call into the HOO to be connected.

" Daily NRC Japan Team - RST/PMT Call. Nen c h l r. RST and PMT have been notified of the call
and international liaison should plan on participating (Brooke and Kirk don't necessarily participate). All parties
should call into 301-816-5120 and use pass-code 6105.

" 21:30 Interagency Call.
NRC Japan updated on Fukushima. The temp in units 1 and 3 spent fuel pools is still

elevated. Japan is still trying to convert from using sea water to fresh water. Japan has asked the US to help in
this effort. #2 is in the best shape. #3 and 4 are still being sprayed with water. The US pumping system is on its
way to Fukushima. The KMax aircraft is on its way to Japan. KI is being distributed to Americans only if they call
or email the embassy asking for it.

DAILY ACTIONS/REMINDERS
" International updates must now be sent to LIA07 (to be put in the HOO Status Update) before the end of every

shift as well as posted on the LT status board (different than the LT Log).
" 11 PM - 7 AM shift is responsible for the summary call with Kirk and Brooke, scheduled daily at 0500 EST unless

rescheduled, and subsequent write-up of one-pager for Margie. Margie reminds us that the write-up should not
contain technical details, which are already captured in other reports, and should be marked "Official Use Only-
Foreign Government Information."

" The 11pm-7am shift is responsible for sending all emails from the previous day to the FOIA email address (FOIA
Response.hoc1nrc.gov).

" Kirk and Brooke requested that the international team to sit in on calls with the ET and Chuck to take notes and
provide a short summary of what was discussed via email.

" Prior to any international call you set up, please make sure you contact the HOOs to let them know that you are
going to have the international call.

" Reminder to Keep Mark Shaffer in-the-loop at shaffermr~state.gov regardless of time of day, regardless of
whether he is in the office or asleep. Especially cc Mark on all communication to IAEA.
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